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石墨烯基复合材料应用于光电二氧化碳还原的基本原理，

研究进展和发展前景

全 泉 1 谢顺吉 2 王 野 2,* 徐艺军 1,*

(1福州大学化学学院，能源与环境光催化国家重点实验室，福州 350116；
2厦门大学化学化工学院，固体表面物理化学国家重点实验室，能源材料化学协同创新中心，福建 厦门 361005)

摘要：面对日益严重的化石能源消耗和温室效应问题，二氧化碳还原正成为一个重要的全球性研究课题，

其通过消耗二氧化碳来生成可用于能源供应的产物。光电催化技术同时利用光能和外部电压，是一种用

于二氧化碳还原的可行且有效的途径。因为石墨烯具有增强二氧化碳吸附和促进光生电子转移的特性能

够提升石墨烯基复合电极的性能，所以引入石墨烯用于调优光电催化二氧化碳还原体系已经引起了广泛

关注。本篇综述详细陈述了石墨烯基复合材料应用于光电二氧化碳还原的基本原理，电极制备方法以及

目前的研究进展。我们也对这个蓬勃发展的领域未来可能会遇到的机遇和挑战进行了展望，同时提出了

潜在可行的革新策略用于提升光电二氧化碳还原方面的研究。
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Photoelectrochemical Reduction of CO2 over Graphene-Based
Composites: Basic Principle, Recent Progress, and Future Perspective
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Abstract: In response to aggravated fossil resources consuming and greenhouse effect, CO2 reduction

has become a globally important scientific issue because this method can be used to produce

value-added feedstock for application in alternative energy supply. Photoelectrocatalysis, achieved by

combining optical energy and external electrical bias, is a feasible and promising system for CO2

reduction. In particular, applying graphene in tuning photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction has aroused

considerable attention because graphene is advantageous for enhancing CO2 adsorption, facilitating
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electrons transfer, and thus optimizing the performance of graphene-based composite electrodes. In this

review, we elaborate the fundamental principle, basic preparation methods, and recent progress in

developing a variety of graphene-based composite electrodes for photoelectrochemical reduction of CO2

into solar fuels and chemicals. We also present a perspective on the opportunities and challenges for

future research in this booming area and highlight the potential evolution strategies for advancing the

research on photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction.

Key Words: Photoelectrochemical; CO2 reduction; Graphene-based composite

1 Introduction
With human society developed rapidly, the depletion of fossil

resources and the deterioration of greenhouse effect have

become global issues1,2. CO2 as one of key components of

greenhouse gas is potential to be utilized producing solar

fuels3–6. Therefore, the demand for the future energy supply and

global environment improvement has stimulated research

activities towards the efficient reduction of CO2 to value added

products. However, because CO2 is a stable molecule with high

thermodynamic stability and kinetic inertness, the reduction of

CO2 is required to break a high activation barrier and regarded

as a challenging research theme in chemical science7,8.

The plants photosynthesis, an important medium for nature

carbon cycle, is to transform CO2 with H2O into carbohydrates

and O2 under sunlight illumination at room temperature.

Enlightened by this natural process, numerous research efforts

have been devoted to developing artificial or synthetic

photocatalysts for converting CO2 into useful chemicals
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including carbonic oxide, formic acid, formaldehyde, methanol,

ethanol, methane, higher hydrocarbons, etc.9–14. While

multitudinous encouraging achievements have been gained

toward artificial photocatalytic reduction of CO2, further effort

is still required to increase the solar-to-fuel efficiencies,

promote the selectivity of products and reinforce the stability of

photocatalysts13,15. Besides, the electrochemical CO2 reduction

is another significant route for the transformation of CO2 to

value added feedstocks16. Because the electrochemical devices

are not limited by traditional thermochemical cycles, their

achievable efficiency is often significantly higher than their

chemical counterpart. Meanwhile, the separated non-direct

reactions permit researchers to tailor the properties needed for

each redox process independently17. However, generally a high

overpotential for electrocatalysis is needed to overcome the

energy barrier of CO2 reduction18. At standard pressure, the

solubility of CO2 in aqueous solution is low. Thus, higher

pressures are necessary to increase the CO2 concentration in the

liquid phase, which, in turn, limit the electrode stability19.

Nowadays, with combination of heterogeneous photo-

catalysis and electrochemical techniques, photoelectrocatalysis

is regarded as an alternative and powerful approach for CO2

reduction20. On one hand, introducing solar energy can

markedly lower the applied voltage in comparison with the

electrocatalysis. On the other hand, the imposition of an

external electrical bias can facilitate the separation of electrons

and holes, which is of significant importance to promote the

photocatalytic efficiency. Furthermore, the photoelectro-

chemical, physically separating the stages of oxidation and

reduction in dual-chamber, can avoid the re-oxidation of

obtained products as well as other negative reacting

competitions21. In 1978, Halmann et al.22 earliest reported the

photoelectrocatalytic reduction of CO2, using p-type gallium

phosphide as a photocathode to reduce aqueous carbon dioxide,

getting formic acid, formaldehyde and methanol as products.

Henceforth, this research direction has been extensively

studied.

In fact, just in regard to an experimental setup, photo-

electrochemical reaction is similar to electrochemical

reaction23. Instead of conductor electrodes applied in

electrochemistry, photoelectrochemical devices use semi-

conductor as one or two electrodes to be light harvester. When

activity at semiconductor surface for CO2 reduction is poor, the

corresponding photoelectrocatalytic reaction rate is definitely

slow, irrespective of a level of applied external potential.

Therefore, selecting the appropriate electrode materials and

optimizing their performance are significantly crucial for

realizing the high-efficiency of photoelectrocatalytic reaction.

In recent years, graphene has rocketed as a shining star

material, which not only is now available at large quantities,

but also possesses many unique properties such as high surface

area, excellent conductivity and mechanical strength24,25.

Therefore, many research efforts have been paid to combine

graphene with semiconductors as synergistic heterogeneous

composites to improve the efficiency of either photocatalytic or

electrochemical CO2 reduction25–28. Notably, graphene and

graphene-based composites have also stepped into the

photoelectrochemical fields and been applied to optimize the

composition and the performance of photoelectrodes29–31.

The goal of this review is to describe the current status of the

use of graphene in tuning the efficiency of photoelectro-

chemical CO2 reduction to solar fuels and chemicals over

graphene-based composites, and demonstrate how to prepare

graphene-based composite electrodes and utilize the key

property of graphene to facilitate photoelectrochemical

reduction of CO2 by selecting typical examples in this research

field. Beyond that, we will discuss the potential strategies that

can be evolved to optimize the performance of photoelectro-

chemical CO2 reduction, the possible opportunities and key

challenges in future development of this research area.

2 Basic principle of photoelectrochemical
CO2 reduction over graphene-based
composites

When CO2 reduction is conducted in the cathodic chamber of

photoelectrochemical cell, the H2O oxidation is typically

adopted as electron donor and proton source in the anodic

chamber32,33, which has been reported in many researches and

reviews9,10,21,34–40. Therefore, the coupling of CO2 reduction

with H2O oxidation to form closing of the complete photo-

electrochemical cycle is the premise of following elaboration.

2.1 Thermodynamics and pathways of CO2

reduction

Photoelectrochemistry is regarded as a multidisciplinary

field involving photochemistry, electrochemistry, surface

science and solid-state physics41. Before discussion about the

rationales of photoelectrochemical reduction of CO2, the

thermodynamics of CO2 reduction and the pathways of CO2

electroreduction are first elaborated to provide a preliminary

comprehension. Because of high stability of linear structure and

low energy grade of CO2 molecule, the chemical transforma-

tions of CO2 are thermodynamically highly unfavorable42. The

standard Gibbs free energies (ΔG0) and the standard redox

potential (ΔE0) of the multi-electron CO2 reduction are listed in

Table 1. Obviously, the ΔG0 values of the reduction of CO2

with water are all highly positive, indicating that a large input

of external energy is required to drive the desired

transformations. Therefore, the reaction of CO2 reduction is

quite challenging.

So far, various hypothesizes concerning mechanism of CO2

reduction have been explored and proposed by different

research groups43–48, which are indicated as complex multistep

reactions involving shared intermediates and multiple reaction

pathways. The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

spectroscopy, in situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier

transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS), transient absorption
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spectroscopy (TAS) and scanning tunneling microscope (STM)

are employed as exploratory techniques to investigate the

reaction mechanism and pathways49. The typical two-electron

reduced reaction pathways for electroreduction of CO2 in

aqueous medium are illustrated in Fig.1A. The initial step is

that CO2 molecule accepts one electron to form the carbon

dioxide anion radical (CO2
•–)50, which is more likely to be

broken due to the bending structure in contrast to linear

geometry structure of CO2
51. When CO2

•– is adsorbed on the

electrode, H+ in aqueous media may easily react with the O

atom, because C atom is bonded to the surface preventing

reaction with H+ 50. The CO2H(ads), formed in this way, will be

further reduced by another electron into adsorbed CO, or may

participate in subsequent complex reaction with H+ and

electrons turning into CH4, CH3OH or other value-added

hydrocarbons52. When CO2
•– is not adsorbed on the electrode in

aqueous solution, the nucleophilic carbon atom acts as the

Lewis base and the formate ion is formed with intrusion of

second electron. Interestingly, CO2 molecule contains

delocalized π-conjugated binding, while graphene manifests a

large 2D π-conjugated structure, which results in a strong π–π

conjugation interaction established between graphene and CO2

molecule (Fig.1B). The reaction intermediates such as CO2
•–

with a delocalized electronic structure can also be attached onto

graphene through π–π non-covalent bonds53. When graphene-

based composites act as electrodes for CO2 reduction, the

strong π–π conjugation can facilitate CO2 adsorption and also

contribute to the destabilization and activation of CO2

molecules54,55. Moreover, the theoretical surface area of a single

graphene sheet is 2630 m2·g−1 56, providing a large number of

adsorption sites for the CO2 molecules. Therefore, the large

surface area and strong π–π conjugation provide synergistic

effects on promoting CO2 adsorption, thus resulting in tuning

the efficiency of reaction for CO2 reduction.

The process of CO2 reduction is highly sensitive to the

reaction conditions, such as pH, external bias, electrode surface

structure, temperature, pressure and so on57. Thereinto, the pH

value of the electrolyte has critical impact on the preferred

reaction pathway and the final products. At a low pH value, the

competing hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) dominates while

the reaction rates for CO2 reduction improve with the increase

in pH values. The external bias on the cathode plays an

Fig.1 (A) Two-electron reaction mechanism of CO2 reduction in aqueous solutions, (B) The formation of π-π conjugation

interaction between graphene and CO2 molecule.

Table 1 Thermodynamics of CO2 reduction.

Reaction Production Transferred electron numbers ΔG0/(kJ·mol−1) ΔE0/V

CO2(g) → CO(g) + 1/2O2(g) CO 2 257 1.33

CO2(g) + H2O(l) → HCOOH(l) + 1/2O2(g) HCOOH 2 286 1.48

CO2(g) + H2O(l) → HCHO(l) + O2(g) HCHO 4 522 1.35

CO2(g) + 2H2O(l) → CH3OH(l) + 3/2O2(g) CH3OH 6 703 1.21

CO2(g) + 2H2O(l) → CH4(g) + 2O2(g) CH4 8 818 1.06

CO2(g) + 3/2H2O(l) → 1/2C2H5OH(l) + 3/2O2(g) C2H5OH 6 663 1.14

CO2(g) + H2O(l) → 1/2C2H4(g) + 3/2O2(g) C2H4 6 666 1.15

CO2(g) + 3/2H2O(l) → 1/2C2H6(g) + 7/4O2(g) C2H6 7 734 1.09
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important role in the product distribution of CO2 reduction.

Furthermore, the negative external bias should be controlled

applicably in order to avoid the competitive HER and promote

CO2 conversion. As for graphene-based composites, different

weight ratio of graphene could also influence the selectivity of

products for CO2 reduction. For instance, Han et al.53 have

found that with the increase of the weight ratio of graphene in

the graphene-TiO2 composites, the production rate of CH4

slowly decreases while the production rate of C2H6 increases to

some degree. Actually, the pathway of CO2 reduction is more

complicated in specific reaction than the aforementioned

theories depending on the practical conditions. The conclusive

evidence about the reaction mechanism for CO2 reaction is still

not available42,52, so that the pathways of CO2 reduction and the

mechanism of graphene-based composites for CO2 reduction

need further exploration.

2.2 Categories and processes of

photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction

A photoelectrochemical setup typically contains four

components. Firstly, the electrolyte is an essential component.

The common used electrolytes for photoelectrochemical

reduction of CO2 include carbonates, sulfates, phosphates,

perchlorates of alkali salts, and tetraalkylammonium salts, etc.,

all of which can affect the distribution of products by

influencing the reaction pathways. Generally, the carbonates

favor formic acid production while the other electrolytes favor

the formation of carbon monoxide58. Secondly, the conductive

substrate is a basic component. Traditionally, it is fluorine

doped tin oxide (FTO) or indium tin oxide (ITO) glass.

Nowadays, metal foil (e.g., Cu foil59, Ti foil60) and metal foam

(e.g., Ni foam61, Cu foam62) are also developed as substrates.

Thirdly, the semiconductor film anchored on substrate as

working electrode is the most important component for the

efficiency of photoelectrochemical setup. Fourthly, a counter

electrode (e.g., platinum electrode) is applied to conduct the

half reaction cooperating with working electrode to form the

complete photoelectrochemical cycle. There are other

components applied in a photoelectrochemical setup depending

on specific demand. For example, the reference electrode (RE)

(e.g., Ag/AgCl electrode, saturated calomel electrode) is used

in the three-electrode system and the proton exchange

membrane is needed in a dual-chamber system to delivery

proton (H+). In contrast, the two-electrode and single-chamber

photoelectrochemical setups do not employ reference

electrodes and proton exchange membranes, respectively.

As for the semiconductor film in the photoelectrochemical

system, it generates electron-hole pairs after absorbing equal or

higher photon energy than its intrinsic band gap energy (Eg).

Depending on the charge densities of electrons and holes,

semiconductors can be typically categorized into two types.

Simply speaking, semiconductors providing electrons as the

majority charge carrier are defined as n-type semiconductors,

while p-type semiconductors use positively charged holes as

the majority charge carrier63. When n-type or p-type

semiconductors are placed into an electrolyte solution, if the

Fermi level (EF) of a semiconductor does not match the redox

potential (ER) of the electrolyte, a charge transfer between the

semiconductor and liquid phase will take place and thus a band

bending will be induced to render changed EF matching the

ER
64,65. Specifically, as for a p-type semiconductor, the EF is

located above the valence band but below the ER. The

interfacial electrons flow towards the semiconductor to attain

equilibrium, resulting in an increase in the Fermi level energy

to match the ER. Thus, a downward band bending is

established, which facilitates conduction band electrons moving

to semiconductor-electrolyte (S-E) interface66, as depicted in

Fig.2A. Conversely, the n-type semiconductor occurs an

upward band bending that moves valence band holes toward

the S-E interface (Fig.2B). Therefore, p-type semiconductors

are generally used in the reduction compartment as

photocathodes because the electrons can flow toward the S-E

interface to accelerate the CO2 reduction. The anodic chamber

usually utilizes n-type semiconductors considering that upward

band bending enables holes to shift toward the S-E interface

facilitating the H2O oxidation.

Generally, the photoelectrochemical setups can be classified

into three typical types: (I) the p-type semiconductors as

photocathodes with counter electrodes; (II) the n-type

semiconductors as photoanodes with counter electrodes. The

type III is a peculiar category combining the p-type

Fig.2 Schematic illustrations of (A) type I and (B) type II for photoelectrochemical setup.
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semiconductors as photocathodes and n-type semiconductors as

photoanodes, whose working mechanism is same to type I and

type II and will be discussed in Section 5.1. Fig.2(A, B)

respectively illustrate the type I and type II in a three-electrode

dual-chamber photoelectrochemical setup, in which type I is

taken as an example to elaborate the process and mechanism of

photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction. The p-type semiconductor

adsorbs photons under light illumination to create electron-hole

pairs, with the conductive band electrons moving to the S-E

interface and the holes migrating toward conductive substrate.

The external circuit is conducted by a potentiostat (i.e., electron

pump)67, which drives electrons flow to the photocathode and

then deplete with the generated holes on the cathode. This

process efficiently suppresses the recombination of electrons

and holes on the semiconductor. The counter electrode remains

holes reacting with H2O into O2 and H+. The H+ is transmitted

from anolyte to catholyte by membrane and then cooperates

with electrons at the S-E interface to react with CO2 into CO,

CH4, CH3OH, HCOOH, etc. Under cooperation with light

illumination and external bias, the complete photoelectro-

chemical cycle with CO2 reduction and H2O oxidation can keep

continuous running.

Viewing the elaboration for the whole process of

photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction, minimizing electron-hole

pairs recombination and accelerating electrons transfer are

significantly pivotal for enhancing photoelectrochemical

activity68. Because of their good electrical conductivity coupled

with a large interface area, carbon materials are often the

desirable choice of the electrode. Furthermore, graphene is an

excellent candidate for optimizing the electron transfer when

acting as electrode materials69,70. In photocatalysis fields, the

most-widely recognized role of graphene is an electron

reservoir to accept, transport, and shuttle electrons

photogenerated from the excitation of photoactive components

in the composites71,72. The electrons rapidly transfer from the

photoactive catalyst to graphene while photoinduced holes

remain in the photocatalyst, which contributes to suppressing

electron-hole pairs recombination73,74. Therefore, in the

photoelectrochemical system, graphene can have a synergetic

effect with external bias, which could further facilitate electron

transfer and suppress the electron-hole pairs recombination.

More interestingly, graphene can alter the conduction band

potential of semiconductor to form graphene-based composite,

which induces the occurrence of reduction of CO2
75. Bai et

al.76 have reported that graphene/WO3 nanobelt composites are

able to reduce CO2 into CH4, in which graphene elevates the

conduction band of WO3 in the composites while the single

WO3 is inherently limited to reduce CO2. On the other hand, it

is should be noted that when a graphene-based composite is

applied for CO2 reduction, the carbonaceous products are

possible to be obtained from the hydrogenation of the acid and

alcoholic groups on graphene to lower the veracity of results.

For dispelling the suspicion, relevant test experiments are

necessary to confirm the original sources of products. For

example, the experiment in the inert gases (e.g., N2, Ar) rather

than CO2 atmosphere could be conducted under same condition

to detect the product77. Besides, the more precise method is to

conduct an isotope tracing experiment, for example, isotope

tracing experiment using 13CO2 gas78.

3 Fabrication of graphene-based composite
electrodes

The preparation methods of (photo)electrodes on substrates

can remarkably influence the physicochemical properties of

assembled electrodes (e.g., thickness, homogeneity)79 and thus

affect their photoelectrochemical performances. It is crucial to

utilize suitable preparation methods of electrodes for

constructing high-performance photoelectrochemical system.

The basic methods of (photo)electrodes preparation includes

dip-coating, drop-casting, spray-coating, spin-coating,

electrostatic layer-by-layer self-assembly, electrodeposition and

electrophoretic deposition, etc.79–82. As for graphene-based

composite electrodes, the conventional fabrication methods are

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of graphene sheets on

substrates with finely tuned temperature and pressure

conditions83,84, or electrophoretic and electrodeposition of

graphene or its precursor (e.g., graphene oxide) onto target

films71. The other general methods can also be applied to

prepared graphene and graphene-based composites on

substrates as electrodes for desirable applications. There are

many reviews focusing on the synthetic methods for graphene

and its derivatives but rarely paying attention to the preparation

methods for graphene or graphene-based electrodes85–88.

Therefore, we will summarize and elaborate the basic

preparation methods for graphene or graphene-based

composites on target substrates as (photo)electrodes in this

section.

3.1 Physical coating methods

The physical preparation methods are to adhere available

graphene or graphene-based composites on target substrates

without varying their physicochemical properties. The

dip-coating and drop-casting are two of the simplest

approaches to conduct because of their easily available

apparatus and mild operation conditions. Generally, the target

material suspension is deposited onto the substrate surface by a

dropping or dip-lift method and then dried for evaporation of

solvents, leaving the composite films formed on the substrate72,

as illustrated in Fig.3(A, C), respectively. For instance, Amal et

al.89 have drop-casted ethanol solution containing

BiVO4-reduced graphene oxide (BiVO4-RGO) composites on

the FTO electrodes with the aid of a micro-syringe and then

dried the electrodes under flowing air for evaporation of the

ethanol, leaving the BiVO4-RGO homogeneously deposited on

FTO surface (Fig.3B). Because single dip-coating method has

some inevitable problems, e.g., the nonuniform coverage and

the weak interfacial contact between materials and substrates,
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the strategies combining dip-coating and electrostatic

layer-by-layer self-assembly are usually applied to fabricate

desirable graphene-based composites electrodes90,91. As a

typical example, Liu et al.28 have fabricated RGO-CdS

quantum dots (QDs) composites on FTO substrate. Firstly, the

cleaned FTO substrate is rapidly dipped into poly(diallyldi-

methylammoniumchloride) (PDDA) aqueous solution to have a

positively charged surface; Secondly, the FTO is immersed in

negatively charged CdS QDs aqueous solution; Finally, the

resultant substrate is dipped into positively charged

RGO-poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) aqueous solution.

The multilayered films with desired film thickness can be

fabricated by repeating the number of dipping cycles (Fig.3D).

Besides, the spin-coating method is also an alternative for

fabricating graphene or graphene-based composite electrodes.

A small amount of coating material is put on the center of the

substrate and then rotated at high speed to spread the coating

material by centrifugal force. After drying, the film material is

formed (Fig.4A). The spin coating speeds can vary the

orientation of the graphene sheets in the composite thin films.

Chhowalla et al.92 have found that at high spin-coating speeds

(2000 r·min−1), the graphene sheets are sparsely distributed and

oriented almost parallel to the substrate surface (Fig.4B). At

lower spin-coating speeds (600 r·min−1), graphene sheets are

densely distributed over the substrate (Fig.4C). The shear force

is small thus to form the random orientation of graphene sheets.

Jang et al.93 have fabricated graphene oxide/hematite

(GO/α-Fe2O3) photoanode on FTO, in which GO is coated by

spin-coating and serves as a sacrificial underlayer. They have

also discovered that varying the spin speed from 3000 to 6000

r·min−1 leads to an improved photocurrent (30% increase) from

1 to 1.3 mA·cm−2 at 1.4 V vs. reversible hydrogen electrode

Fig.3 (A) Schematic illustration of a drop-casting process, (B) SEM image of BiVO4-RGO (the inset is photographs of BiVO4 and

BiVO4-RGO electrodes), (C) Schematic illustration of a dip-coating process, (D) FESEM image of RGO-CdS QDs composite films

self-assembled on FTO substrate with the same five deposition cycles.

(B) is reprinted with permission from Ref.89, Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (D) is reprinted with permission from Ref.28, Copyright 2010

American Chemical Society.

Fig.4 (A) Schematic illustration of a spin-coating process, (B) AFM image of thin films prepared at 2000 r·min−1 (the inset is the

schematic of the spin coating process as 2000 r·min−1), (C) AFM image of thin films prepared at 600 r·min−1 (the inset is the schematic of

the spin coating process as 600 r·min−1).

(B, C) are reprinted with permission from Ref.92, Copyright 2008 American Institute of Physics.
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(RHE), representing a strong dependence and influence on the

spin speed.

3.2 CVD graphene transferred or grown on target

substrates

Until now, metal-catalyzed CVD method has been widely

employed for the scalable production of high-quality graphene,

which makes use of the pyrolysis of hydrocarbon compounds

on the surface of a metal catalyst (e.g., Ni94 and Cu95) at high

temperatures86. However, the as-prepared graphene growing on

the metals should be transferred onto target substrates to

constitute desirable electrodes for electrochemical or

photoelectrochemical applications. The common used method

for transferring CVD graphene is to etch away the metal

substrate using a suitable etchant. For instance, Qiu et al.96

have removed CVD graphene from Cu foil with FeCl3 as an

etching agent, obtaining the graphene film on the surface of

FeCl3 solution. After that, the graphene film is carefully

transferred to deionized water to remove the adsorbed ions.

Lastly, the graphene is transferred onto pre-cleaned FTO glass

and dried at 120 C for 3 h under vacuum. Seo et al.97 have

grown single-layer graphene on Cu foil by CVD and then

spin-coated Poly(-methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) on to

graphene. Cu foil is etched away in ammonium persulfate

(APS) solution and graphene/PMMA stacks are transferred

onto SiO2/Si substrate after cleaning in deionized water.

Finally, PMMA is removed by acetone. Furthermore, a novel

electrochemical bubbling method for transferring single

graphene grains and graphene films to arbitrary substrates has

been reported by Cheng’s group, as illustrated in Fig.5 98. The

specific processes are that: (a) the graphene grown on Pt

substrate is spin-coated with PMMA and cured at 180 C for 30

min; (b) the PMMA/graphene/Pt is used as a cathode and a Pt

foil is used as an anode in a 1 mol·L−1 NaOH aqueous solution

under a constant current of 1 A; (c) the PMMA/graphene is

gradually separated from the Pt substrate driven by the H2

bubbles produced at the cathode after applying a constant

current. These complicated and skilled transfer processes,

either chemical etching or electrochemical bubbling, face up

with some problems, e.g., high cost, residual contamination,

surface wrinkles and breakage of graphene samples, greatly

compromising the material performance86,99.

Nowadays, the advanced strategies for direct CVD graphene

growth on target semiconductors and dielectrics for

transfer-free fabrication of electrodes are investigated and

developed. Chiu et al.100 have grown graphene on silicon

oxides (SiO2) by remote catalyzation using floating Cu and H

atoms for the decomposition of hydrocarbons in the CVD

process, rather than using Cu foils as substrates (Fig.6A). The

defect density of the resulting graphene layers can be

significantly reduced by tuning growth parameters such as the

gas ratios, Cu surface areas, and substrate-to-Cu distance. Wee

et al.101 have developed a plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD)

growth method for high-quality graphene at low temperature, in

which a H2 plasma is introduced to etch graphene from the

edges and C2H4 or CH4 is used as the carbon source during

graphene growth (Fig.6B). As illustrated in Fig.6(C–F),

graphene nanoclusters are used as the growth seeds and

hexagonal graphene crystals (HGCs) are produced on SiO2/Si.

Apart from growth of graphene on conventional silicon-based

substrates, Zhang et al.102 have realized that epitaxial growth of

graphene on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) at a low

temperature (~500  C) through a remote plasma-enhanced

CVD (R-PECVD) process (Fig.6G). These novel methods can

directly produce high-quality graphene electrodes but the

condition is too strict and complicated to be generally applied

upon various and normal martials as substrates, which deserves

ongoing efforts for further exploration.

3.3 Electrophoretic and electrodeposition methods

The electrophoretic deposition (EPD) is a versatile

processing technique applied to deposit graphene with

controllable thickness and homogeneous structure on a wide

range of substrates103. Generally, an anode and a cathode are

Fig.5 Schematic illustration of the graphene transfer process by electrochemical bubbling method.

(A) A Pt foil with grown graphene covered by a PMMA layer, (B) The PMMA/graphene/Pt in (A) is used as a cathode and a Pt foil is used as an anode, (C) The PMMA/graphene

is gradually separated from the Pt substrate driven by the H2 bubbles produced at the cathode after applying a constant current, (D) The completely separated PMMA/graphene

layer and Pt foil after bubbling for tens of seconds. The PMMA/graphene layer is denoted by a red arrow in (C) and (B). (A–D) are reprinted with permission from Ref.98,

Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing group.
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vertically oriented in the stable and uniform suspension

containing the charged particles or precursors for synthesis of

intended electrodes. Upon applying a potential or current, target

materials can be driven to migrate and deposit on the substrates

by an electric filed between two electrodes. As displayed in

Fig.7A, Ruoff et al.104 have applied a typical EPD process to

anchor overlapped and stacked RGO on the mesh stainless steel

and various other electrically conductive substrates. When a

direct current (DC) voltage is applied, the GO platelets migrate

toward the positive electrode with the oxygen functional groups

significantly removed to obtain deposited RGO on the

substrate. In addition to preparing the individual RGO

electrodes, the EPD method can also be used to synthesize

graphene-based composites on substrates. Zhao et al.105 have

developed a facile EPD route to obtain the Fe3O4/carbon

nanotubes (CNTs)/RGO composite electrode, simultaneously

Fig.6 (A) Schematic illustration of graphene growth mechanism involving decomposition of CH4 by floating Cu and H, sublimation of Cu

particles from the Cu foil at 1000 C, and growth of graphene on SiO2 substrates after obtaining a certain distance from the Cu foil, (B) Schematic

illustration of the PECVD procedure, (C) AFM image of the graphitic clusters after nucleation at 650 C. AFM images of the HGCs on SiO2 /Si

after PECVD (CH4 + H2) growth at 600 C for (D) 90 min and (E) for 120 min, (F) AFM image of a graphene membrane on SiO2/Si,

(G) Schematic illustration of the growth mechanism on h-BN.

(A) is reprinted with permission from Ref.100, Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (B–F) are reprinted with permission from Ref.101,

Copyright 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (G) is reprinted with permission from Ref.102, Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing group.

Fig.7 (A) Schematic illustration of the EPD process and cross-sectional SEM image of RGO film, (B) Schematic illustration of

fabrication process for the Fe3O4/CNTs/RGO composite electrode.

(A) is modified with permission from Ref.104, Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (B) is reprinted with permission from Ref.105,

Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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achieving material synthesis and electrode assembling

(Fig.7B). In a specific experiment process, the pre-prepared

GO, Fe2O3 nanoparticles, CNTs and I2 are dispersed in acetone.

The deposition substrate (working electrode) and the counter

electrode are Cu foil and Pt plate, respectively, which are

placed 1.5 cm apart. After applying a DC voltage of 100 V for

15 s, the Fe2O3/CNTs/GO film deposits on the Cu foil. Finally,

the Fe2O3/CNTs/GO is transformed into final Fe3O4/CNTs/

RGO composite electrode by heat treatment. It is noted that the

success of multi-components EPD method is dependent on the

same ionic charge around each component in the suspension.

Herein, I2 reacts with acetone to create protons which adsorb

onto the surface of the suspended particles to make them all

positively charged.

The EPD method is generally applied with high potential

which in turn could influence the stability of the electrodes

during processing. Applied with much lower potential than

EPD method, the electrodeposition method conducts

electrochemical reduction-induced formation of target materials

on various substrates, in which cyclic voltammetry method is

usually employed for preparation of graphene or

graphene-based composite electrode106. Cao et al.107 have

performed cyclic voltammetric reduction to obtain a thin and

merged graphene film on TiO2 nanotube arrays (TNAs)

(Fig.8A). Specifically, a three-electrode system is immersed

into the GO dispersion. The working electrode is annealed

TNAs/Ti, the counter electrode is Pt sheet, and the reference

electrode is saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The scan is

from –1.5 to 1 V at a rate of 50 mV·s−1 and operates with 20

cycles. The cycle numbers have a tunable effect on the surface

coverage of graphene, with increased cycle numbers obtaining

larger surface coverage108. Not only that GO in solution can be

direct electrochemically reduced to yield graphene on an

electrode surface by cyclic voltammetry, one-step

coelectrodeposition of graphene-metal-composite films can

also be obtained when both GO- and metal-reduction reactions

can occur under cathodic conditions. Luo et al.109 have

synthesized graphene-Au composite on a glassy carbon

electrode (GCE), which exhibits layered nanostructures

consisting of alternating layers of Au nanoparticles (NPs) and

graphene sheets, as illustrated in Fig.8B. The cyclic

voltammetric reduction is performed in the deposition solutions

containing 1.0 mol·L−1 GO and 100 µmol·L−1 tetrachloroauric

acid (HAuCl4) with bubbling N2 and using a three-electrode

system: a GCE as the working electrode, Pt foil as the counter

electrode, and an SCE as the reference electrode. The scan is

performed between −1.5 and 0.6 V at a rate of 25 mV·s−1. The

metal NPs intercalation between graphene sheets not only

prevents graphene agglomeration but also improves the

conductivity of the graphene film.

4 Fundamental roles of graphene-based
composite electrodes

4.1 Acting as dark cathodes

The graphene-metal composite is usually used as a dark

cathode without demand of optical excitation while n-type

semiconductor is applied as a photoanode to form a

photoelectrochemical setup19,110,111. As a typical example,

Cheng et al.77,112 have conducted Pt-modified reduced graphene

oxide (Pt-RGO) as cathode electrocatalyst and Pt-modified

TiO2 nanotubes (Pt-TNTs) as anode photocatalyst to establish a

novel photoelectrochemical cell for converting CO2 into

C2H5OH, CH3COOH, etc. (Fig.9A). The Pt-RGO composite is

prepared by hydrothermal reaction with GO and H2PtCl6·6H2O

as precursors and then the obtained catalyst is applied onto a

nickel foam. The Pt nanoparticles with a uniform size are both

homogeneously dispersed on the surface of RGO and the wall

of TNT, as revealed in Fig.9(B, C), respectively. In this

research, the performance of photoelectrochemical reactor in

the absence of CO2 is explored and hydrogen is found to be the

only product, indicating that graphene cannot produce

carbonaceous products mixing with actually reduced products

from CO2. The highest carbon atom conversion rate reaches

1130 nmol·h−1·cm−2 with Pt-RGO catalyst, which is 6-fold and

3-fold higher than that with Pt-CNT and Pt-C catalyst,

respectively (Fig.9D). A combined acid and alcohol generation

Fig.8 (A) SEM image of graphene/TNAs, (B) Cross-sectional SEM image of graphene-Au composite.

(A) is reprinted with permission from Ref.107, Copyright 2016 Elsevier. (B) is reprinted with permission from Ref.109, Copyright 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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rate of 600 nmol·h−1·cm−2 is obtained with the Pt-RGO catalyst,

which is significantly higher than those with Pt-CNT [82

nmol·h−1·cm−2] and Pt-C [220 nmol·h−1·cm−2] (Fig.9E). The

outstanding catalytic activity of Pt-RGO is ascribed to the fact

that RGO possesses high reactant absorptivity and efficient

charge transportation. On the other hand, it is noted that, as

reflected in Fig.9F, the selectivity of single-carbon products

(e.g., CH3OH, HCOOH) for CO2 reduction by Pt-RGO is still

low and needs improvement in future studies.

In a subsequent work of Cheng et al., they have further

investigated to optimize CO2 reduction conditions to increase

carbon atom conversion, using the same Pt-RGO||Pt-TNT

photoelectrochemical cell113. A maximum carbon atom

conversion rate of 1500 nmol·h−1·cm−2 is obtained by Pt-RGO

reduction for 24 h when a 2 V voltage is applied, the catholyte

pH is 8.8, and nickel foam with an average pore size of 160 μm

is used as a support. Under optimum conditions, the liquid

product selectivity of CO2 reduction can reach up to 99%. And

the major products of CO2 reduction are liquid because the high

specific surface area of RGO provides plenty of adsorption

sites for the reactants and intermediates to favor consecutive

reduction to higher-order products, such as acetic acid and

ethanol. Therefore, RGO-based catalysts have potential

utilization as blueprints for photoelectrochemical CO2

reduction.

4.2 Acting as photocathode

Nanostructured hybrid assemblies that combine p-type

inorganic semiconductors with high-conductive large surface

area materials such as graphene acting as photocathode exhibit

multiple favorable synergistic properties for intended

applications, one of which is photoelectrochemical CO2

reduction. Furthermore, the metal-free CO2 reduction system is

low cost, easy accessibility and environmental friendliness,

compared with the systems applying rare-earth metals such as

Cu, Au, Re and Rh, as well as their complexes to reduce CO2

molecules. Nam et al.78 have developed nitrogen-doped

graphene quantum sheets (N-GQSs) on p-type silicon nanowire

as heterogeneous photocathode for selective CO production in

acetonitrile. The N-GQSs are synthesized by hydrothermal

method and then transferred to p-type Si by drop casting. The

current density of the N-GQSs on p-type Si nanowire increases

gradually from the onset potential of −1.53 V vs Ag/Ag+ and

reaches 7 mA·cm−2 at −2.5 V vs Ag/Ag+, which is

approximately 5-fold higher than that of p-type Si nanowire

without N-GQSs (Fig.10A). Based on the fact that

approximately 75% of the electrons can be consumed for

reducing CO2 into CO on bare planar p-type Si electrodes, as

revealed in Fig.10B, the chemical selectivity for CO is

dramatically enhanced by 15% via decorating N-GQSs on

planar p-type Si. And when the Si substrate is fabricated into

nanowires, CO is more exclusively evolved with a selectivity

of up to 95%. An isotope tracing experiment using 13CO2 gas is

Fig.9 (A) Schematic illustration of the photoelectrochemical system, (B) TEM image of Pt-RGO, (C) SEM image of Pt-TNT,

(D) Carbon atom conversion rate of CO2 reduction under varying cathode catalysts, (E) Chemical generation rates and

(F) current efficiency under varying cathodes.

(A–F) are reprinted with permission from Ref.77, Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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conducted to verify the source of the evolved CO from 13CO2

gas and not from the reduction of carbon residue or the

decomposition of N-GQSs. Therefore, the N-GQSs can

enhance the efficiency for reduction of CO2 to CO, which

evolves very stably on p-type Si nanowire with N-GQSs in

wide ranges of the applied potential once the CO2 molecule is

activated.

Based on the density functional theory (DFT) calculations,

the calculated band edge positions of various sizes of GQS

ranging in diameter from 0.96 nm (C24H12) to 3.4 nm (C294H42)

with respect to the experimental conduction band of p-type Si

are shown in Fig.10C. The position of the conduction band

minimum of GQS decreases as the diameter is increased until

~3 nm and is eventually located more negative than that of

p-type Si when the diameter becomes larger than 3 nm.

Therefore, the photoexcited electrons in p-type Si can be

transferred to the GQS and participate in the catalytic reduction

of CO2 when the diameter is larger than 3 nm. The N dopants is

also turned out to have minor effect on the band edge positions

and serve as an active center for CO2 reduction. Moreover,

based on result of DFT calculations, the overall photoelectro-

catalytic reduction mechanism of CO2 to CO is summarized in

Fig.10D. The specific steps are (1) the first N-GQS reduction,

(2) adsorption of CO2 to the pyridinic N site, (3) the first

protonation, (4) the second N-GQS reduction, and (5) the

second protonation to yield CO and H2O.

4.3 Acting as photoanodes

Subramanian et al.114 have prepared the 3D tree-like

architectures as candidates of photoanodes for photoelectro-

chemical performance. As visually displayed in Fig.11A, a

nature-inspired “tree”-like 3D hierarchical branch titania

(bTiO2) architecture strategically assembles reduced graphene

oxide (RGO) and cadmium sulfide (CdS). An optimum loading

(1 mg·mL−1) of RGO boosts the photoresponse by an additional

150% compared to “CdS-only” photoanodes (Fig.11B), which

is ascribed to the effective electron shuttling capability of the

RGO interlayer. The on/off cycles (Fig.11C) and the J/V data

(Fig.11D) synergistically manifest that the presence of RGO

significantly enhances the photoelectrochemical performance

of the 3D bTiO2/CdS. Therefore, successful integration of RGO

with other materials can facilitate more efficient charge

separation leading to further increase in the photoelectro-

chemical performance.

Additionally, graphene can also be employed as a scaffold to

create a 2D conductive support path for charge transport at the

electrode surface115. Kamat et al.116 have conducted

fortification of CdSe quantum dots (QDs) with graphene oxide

(GO) as photoanode in an open cell configuration, consisting of

Cu2S/RGO films as counter electrode and S2−/Sn
2− as the redox

electrolyte (Fig.12A). Submonolayer loading of CdSe QDs on

typically mono- to few-layered graphene sheets is shown in

Fig.12C. Both RGO and GO serve as effective quenchers of

Fig.10 (A) TEM image of N-GQSs on monolayer graphene, (B) Photocurrent density-potential (J-E) curves, (C) Band alignment of

p-type Si and calculated band edge positions of different sized GQS, (D) Proposed photoelectrocatalytic cycle of CO2 to CO

reduction on pyridinic N doped coronene (C24H12).

(A−D) are reprinted with permission from Ref.78, Copyright 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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excited CdSe (Fig.12D). And GO has greater electron-

accepting capacity because GO quenches more efficiently than

RGO at all concentrations (inset, Fig.12D). The significant

enhancement of CdSe-(R)GO photoanodes over CdSe-only

film for the incident photon to current efficiencies (IPCE) is

attributed to the indirect participation of (R)GO in accepting

Fig.12 Schematic illustrations of (A) an open cell configuration in which CdSe QDs with graphene oxide as photoanode and (B)

electron transfer pathways, (C) TEM micrograph of GO after illumination (> 420 nm) of CdSe-GO dispersion, (D) Quenching of

CdSe QDs photoluminescence by GO and RGO (the inset is effective quenching even at low graphene concentration),

(E) Incident photon to current efficiency (IPCE) of CdSe and CdSe-(R)GO film.

(A−E) are reprinted with permission from Ref.116, Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

Fig.11 (A) Schematic illustration of strategic integration of the RGO with CdS over 3D TiO2 architectures, (B) Comparative values of the

stabilized peak current obtained in the photoelectrochemical measurements of panel with CdS (140% increment), RGO/CdS (150% increment)

and combined effect of RGO and CdS (500% increment), Photoelectrochemical responses showing (C) the multiple “On-Off” cycles and (D) J-V

characteristics (rTiO2 represents TiO2 nanorod).

(A−D) are reprinted with permission from Ref.114, Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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and shuttling electrons to the electrode surface (Fig.12E).

Therefore, it is schematically illustrated in Fig.12B that the

random walks of electrons in CdSe QDs become sequential

flow along graphene after incorporation of graphene in CdSe

QDs loading. There is a new avenue opened toward the

application of graphene as a scaffold to improve the charge

transfer.

Inspired by aforementioned research, these superiorities of

graphene can be utilized to advance photoanodes for photo-

electrochemical CO2 reduction. The graphene on anodic

electrode directly influences the efficiency of water

decomposition provided protons and electrons for cathode CO2

reduction, which, in turn, affects the catalytic efficiency of

anodization procedure. Therefore, although the reduction of

CO2 takes place in cathodic chamber, its efficiency is still

indirectly affected by the cathodic reaction. Mat et al.117 have

constructed copper-doped, titanium dioxide-reduced graphene

oxide (Cu-RGO-TiO2) nanocomposite photoanode for

photoelectrocatalytic reduction of CO2 to methanol and formic

acid, with a platinum (Pt) wire and a saturated calomel

electrode (SCE) as the counter and reference electrode,

respectively (Fig.13A). The advantages of graphene for

facilitating electrons transfer and electron-hole pairs separation

are indicated by the lowest emission intensity of the

Cu-RGO-TiO2 in the photoluminescence spectrum (Fig.13B)

and lowest resistance of the Cu-RGO-TiO2 in the Nyquist plots

(Fig.13C) than these of RGO-TiO2 and TiO2.

The above works have proven the distinct superiorities and

great potential of graphene applied in photoelectrochemical

CO2 reduction. When graphene-based composites act as

cathode, the 2D π-conjugated structure and large surface area of

graphene mainly provide more basic sites and thus facilitate

CO2 adsorption. Furthermore, the graphene mainly plays the

role of electron acceptor and transporter when graphene-based

composite is adopted as anode to indirectly improve the

efficiency of photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction. So far, there

are no researches on the graphene-based composites as dark

anodes combining with p-type semiconductor as

photocathodes. However, many researches on the graphene-

based electrodes (e.g., Co3O4-graphene118, Fe3O4-graphene119)

for electrochemical oxygen evolution reaction (OER) of water

have been reported, indicating that graphene-based composites

have promising potential of acting as dark anodes with proper

photocathodes in photoelectrochemical system.

5 Potential research categories for
photoelectrochemical applications

Photoelectrochemical catalysis, synergistically integrated

electrochemical and photocatalytic methods, possesses two

advantages:120 (i) the application of certain electrode potential

not only drives specific electrode reaction but also facilitates

the separation of photoinduced carriers, enhancing

photocatalytic process; (ii) the assistance of light irradiation

lowers the electrochemical barrier and promotes the electrode

kinetics for a specific reaction, favoring the electrochemical

process. Therefore, with regard to the superiorities of

photoelectrochemical system, we discuss the strategies about

evolution of potential photocatalytic and electrocatalytic

system into photoelectrochemical applications for CO2

reduction on the basis of their common characteristics, which

are not limited to only graphene-based composite electrode and

able to extend researches on photoelectrochemical CO2

Fig.13 (A) Schematic illustration of photoelectrochemical reactor, (B) Photoluminescence spectrum of TiO2, RGO-TiO2 and Cu-RGO-TiO2,

(C) Nyquist plots of the TiO2, RGO-TiO2 and Cu-RGO-TiO2 film electrodes at open circuit potentials both in the dark and under

visible irradiation (the inset is the equivalent circuit).

(A−C) are reprinted with permission from Ref.117, Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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reduction system.

5.1 Potential Z-scheme photocatalytic systems

Z-scheme photocatalysis system mimicking plant

photosynthesis has become a novel artificial two-step

photosynthetic system, whose processes occur simultaneously

in time but separately in space121,122. The Z-scheme system

containing p-type and n-type semiconductors is an

indispensable factor for evolution of photoelectrochemical

system, possessing a similar electron flow. Specifically, after

both semiconductors are stimulated by light, the

photogenerated electrons in an O2-evolving side are migrated to

combine with the holes in a CO2-reducting side, remaining the

holes in the O2-evolving side and electrons in the

CO2-reducting side to participate in following reaction123. The

distinction between the two systems is the way of electrons

migration. In a Z-scheme system, it can happen at contact

interface of the two semiconductors or electron mediators (e.g.,

graphene124,125) between the two semiconductors while in a

photoelectrochemical system, the electrons are commonly

migrated through external wire connecting the two

semiconductors126,127. Therefore, properly changing the way of

electrons migration is feasible for the Z-scheme photocatalysis

system to be evolved as a newly designed photoelectrochemical

setup, which can be categorized as type III discussed in Section

2.2.

Arai et al. have investigated the Z-scheme system to be tuned

as photoelectrochemical system128. The total reaction

mechanism of the Z-scheme system is shown in Fig.14A,

including the SCRED/[MCP] (Metal Complex Polymer)

photocatalyst for CO2 reduction and the SCOX photocatalyst for

H2O oxidation (SCRED and SCOX denote semiconductors at the

sites of the reduction and oxidation, respectively)129. Based on

the Z-scheme photocatalysis system, herein, a wired

two-compartment quartz cell is conducted for

photoelectrochemical reduction of CO2 into formate,

combining the reduced SrTiO3 (r-STO) photoanode with the

InP/[RuCP] (Ruthenium Complex Polymer) photocathode

(Fig.14B)78. After 3-hour irradiation of simulated solar lights,

the obtained conversion efficiency from solar energy to formate

is ca. 0.14%, indicating the photoelectrochemical system

transferred from Z-scheme system can well work and realize

the reduction of CO2. Kudo et al.130 have fabricated a Z-scheme

system in which a visible-light-driven CoOx-loaded BiVO4 as

an O2-evolving photocatalyst, metal sulfide as a H2-evolving

and CO2-reducing photocatalyst, and RGO as an efficient

electron mediator (Fig.15A). On the basis of this Z-scheme

system and Pt/CuGaS2 and CoOx/BiVO4 as p-type and n-type

semiconductors, Pt/CuGaS2 and CoOx/BiVO4 are respectively

applied as cathodic and anodic photoelectrodes to form a

photoelectrochemical system. The photogenerated electrons

flow from the conduction band of BiVO4 to external wire and

finally to the valence band of CuGaS2 after light irradiation.

Then, the flowing electrons are combined with the holes

generated form CuGaS2 and the paired electrons are motivated

to the conduction band of CuGaS2 to participate in following

reaction (Fig.15B). Because Pt-cocatalyst works as active sites

for photocatalytic H2 generation, the photoelectrochemical

system primarily works for H2 evolution without an external

bias.

These results have indicated that the Z-scheme system

containing p-type and n-type semiconductors is feasible and

potential to be conducted as a newly-designed

photoelectrochemical system. The photocatalytic system

commonly utilizes a suspension of photocatalyst particles in a

solvent for the reduction of dissolved CO2 49. In this regard, the

technological barrier for this kind of transformation is to make

the dispersed particle anchor on conducted electrode. The

physical coating methods (i.e., dip-coating, drop-casting and

spin-coating) discussed in Section 3.1 may be the most

convenient and efficient approaches and still deserve further

exploration.

5.2 Potential electrocatalytic systems

Fig.14 Schematic illustrations of (A) Z-scheme system for CO2 reduction and H2O oxidation, and (B) the photoelectrochemical reduction of

CO2 with a two-electrode configuration and no electrical bias.

(A, B) are reprinted with permission from Ref.128, Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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The electrochemical CO2 reduction has triggered a large

number of researches for three decades. There are three typical

cells used for electrochemical CO2 conversions in laboratory,

which are schematically summarized in Fig.16 131. Particularly,

the setup in Fig.16B is similar to the configuration of

photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction, with anodic and cathodic

chambers separated by an H+-conducting membrane. Besides,

for photoelectrocatalytic applications, an artificial lamp source

or a solar simulator111 is installed outside of the reactor and the

light passes through the quartz window embedded in the wall.

There is an exception that a UV lamp can be located in internal

configuration132.

It is typical for both electrochemical and photoelectro-

chemical reactors that the separated non-direct reactions in two

compartments permit researchers to tailor the properties needed

for each redox process independently. Furthermore, considering

the similarity of their setups, electrocatalytic reactor is able to

be combined with half-cell photoelectrochemical reactor in

separated compartments. Centi et al.52 have successfully

conducted a continuous flow electrocatalytic reactor simulating

the anode part of the photoelectrochemical reactor. The Pt

nanoparticles on carbon-based electrodes are used to

electrochemical reduction integrating TiO2 photoanode to

ultimately use solar energy and water to convert CO2 to long

carbon-chain hydrocarbons at room temperature and

atmospheric pressure.

Using the conventional liquid phase electrochemical

approach, many problems exist including the solubility of CO2,

the formation of products type, etc.19. To overcome these

problems, gas phase electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 is

applied with a gas diffusion electrode (GDE), as displayed in

Fig.16C. Interestingly, the anodic chamber filled with

electrolyte is able to simulate the half-cell of the

photoelectrochemical device. Perathoner et al.133 have proposed

a novel concept based on a gas-phase photoelectrochemical

device. The electrocatalyst is the Pt supported on carbon

nanotubes, which is then deposited on a conductive carbon

cloth to allow the electrical contact and the diffusion of gaseous

CO2. Photocatalytic anode is composed of a nanostructured

TiO2-based thin film, where H2O is splitted to produce O2 and

protons. The CO2 in gas phase is reduced by protons passing

through a Nafion membrane from the photocatalytic side and

electrons from the wire. This device, which is different from

the conventional liquid phase electrochemical and

photoelectrochemical approach, is able to form long-chain

hydrocarbons at room temperature. Therefore, depending on

their distinguishing features for dual-chamber, it is feasible to

take advantage of half-cell photoelectrochemical application

combined with electrochemical setup to obtain a desirable and

further tunable performance for photoelectrochemical CO2

Fig.15 Schematic illustrations of (A) Z-scheme system for water splitting and CO2 reduction and (B) photoelectrochemical system consisting of a

metal sulfide photocatalyst electrode with a p-type semiconductor character and a CoOx/BiVO4 photoelectrode.

(A, B) are reprinted with permission from Ref.130, Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

Fig.16 Laboratory cells used for electrochemical CO2 conversion: (A) two-compartment cell, (B) cell with electrodes separated by an

H+-conducting membrane, and (C) cell with a gas diffusion electrode.

(A−C) are reprinted with permission from Ref.131, Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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reduction, which is not limited to only graphene-based

composite materials.

6 Conclusions and perspectives
In this review, we elaborate the basic principle and highlight

the recent progress in developing efficient graphene-based

composites for photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction. The basic

preparation methods for graphene or graphene-based composite

(photo)electrodes are summarized. The role of graphene can be

excellent CO2 absorber and electrons transfer media, which

could significantly improve efficiency of the relevant

(photo)anode or (photo)cathode. We have also demonstrated

the potential photocatalytic and electrochemical systems that

could be evolved to photoelectrochemical application for CO2
reduction, which will further advance our graphene-based

composite systems toward improving the efficiency of

photoelectrochemical reduction of CO2. After all the researches

in this field are at an early stage, there exist a number of

challenges in the exploitation of highly activity graphene-based

composites for photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction.

To further develop the application of graphene-based

composite electrodes in photoelectrochemical reduction of

CO2, ongoing efforts could be devoted to the following aspects.

(i) More explorations are needed to achieve more

comprehensive understanding of the rationales of photoelectro-

chemical CO2 reduction over graphene and thus to better

control the pathways of CO2 reduction and utilize the traits of

graphene more felicitously. (ii) Besides performing as CO2
absorber and conductive media, graphene possesses other

excellent properties widely acknowledged in photocatalytic

filed, such as band gap tuning and the macromolecular

photosensitizer role. To make full use of its advantages to tune

photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction, further investigations are

imperative on the basis of achievements about fundamental

roles of graphene in the graphene-based composite

photocatalysts. (iii) To fabricate higher-performance graphene-

based composite electrodes, a system-level engineering needs

to be optimized, including controlling morphologies and

structures at the nanoscale, tailoring the interface and

interactions among graphene and targeted materials. Regarding

the overall photoelectrochemical performance, it is essential to

achieve the harmonious combination of each component to

maximally optimize the functional electrodes. (iv) The existing

preparation methods of graphene-based composite electrodes

deserve improvement to optimize the thickness, homogeneity

and stability of the materials and thus to tune the performance

of photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction. (v) The tailored

graphene materials, such as zero-dimensional graphene

quantum dots, one-dimensional graphene nanoribbons and

three-dimensional graphene frameworks show a variety of

fascinating features, thereby offering a fertile and flexible

ground for the further development of graphene-based

photoelectrochemical catalysis for CO2 reduction.

With regard to the implementation of potential

photocatalysts and electrocatalysts into newly-designed

photoelectrochemical applications, the equilibrium between

enhanced efficiency and the cost is ought to be concerned

because the complicacy and costing of photoelectrochemical

applications are higher than those of sole photocatalytic and

electrocatalytic ones. Being cost-effective is a current key issue

to further optimize the stable, efficient, safe photoelectro-

chemical system. Taking advantage of the nature solar light

instead of artificial lamp sources enables the energy saving,

cost reduction and environmentally friendly. Therefore, a

solar-driven photoelectrochemical-based CO2 reduction device

is a promising development trend toward a sustainable system

in the future.
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